
LESSON 1: The Sounds of Cahuilla

In this lesson you will learn how to pronounce all the letters used to
write Cahuilla. The sounds of Cahuilla, like the sounds of every language,
can be divided into CONSONANT SOUNDS and VOWEL SOUNDS. In the first part
of this lesson, you will learn about the vowel sounds of Cahuilla and the
letters used to represent these vowel sounds <the vowel letters).

With the exception of a small number of words which we will discuss
later in the chapter, we use only four vowel letters to write Cahuilla
words. These four are £, £, 1., and u. All of these letters occur in
English words, of course, but they often have different sounds in English
than they do in Cahuilla.

Cahuilla a sounds like the a of English father , or like the sound
written with o in hot or bother (it does not sound like the a of hat or lake)

.

Listen as your teacher pronounces the following words:

tamit sun OR day

pal water

The consonant sounds in these words are really pretty much like those used
In English, so they shouldn't trouble you. Concentrate on the vowels.

Did you notice that in a word like tamit the first vowel is pronounced
louder than the second one? To help you remember this, we write an ACCENT
MARK (') over that vowel. The vowel marked With the accent mark is called
the ACCENTED VOWEL. In many, but not all, Cahuilla words the ACCENT falls
on the first vowel of the %iord (or the only vowel, as in pal) . A few
Cahuilla words have no accent, as you will find out lat«r on. (You'll
learn more about accents in Lesson 12.)

Cahuilla e sounds very much like the vowel in English red or like the
first vowel of English better:

tekish cave

t^wal name

Cahuilla ± sounds very much like the 1 in English machine or police
(sometimes closer to the ± of sit or bitter, but never like the JL of like
or ripe) :

p^t road

kish house

Cahuilla u sounds very much like the vi in English rude or June (some-
times closer to the ii of push or bushel) :

tukut wildcat

hunal badger

Some Cahuilla vowel sounds are lengthened or "dragged out". These
UMJG VOWELS are written with the vowel letter doubled - ii is a long ±,
aa a long £, etc. The vowels which are not dragged out are called SHORT.
All the vowels in the examples you have seen so far are short.



The best way to appreciate the difference between the long and the
short vowels is to listen to pairs of words that are exactly alike except
that one word has a long vowel where the other has a short vowel:

pal

paal

pemtewwe

pemteewwe

water

mortar for grinding mesqulte

they find him

they see him

Here are some more examples of words with long vowels:

taatwal blind

meet gopher

nflnten pregnant women

yijul field rat

Notice that we write the accent mark over the first vowel letter of a long

vowel

.

Exercise A ; This Is an exercise In hearing and pronouncing the difference

between long and short vowels. Listen carefully as your teacher pronounces

each pair of words below, following on the page as he or she does so and

paying particular attention to the sounds of the underlined vowel letters.

After your teacher has said both words of each pair, he or she will say the

first again and then pause for you to repeat It. Then he or she will say

the second word again and pause again for you to repeat. In pronouncing

the words, make sure that you pronounce the long vowels (the ones which are

written with two vowel letters) as longer or more "dragged out" than the

short vowels (written with only one vowel letter)

:

water

mortar for grinding mesqulte

he*s getting angry

he's fighting

road

string

he falls

shaman, medicine man

1.



5. a. pemtewwe they find him

b. pemteewwe they see him

6. a. peyulqa he*s building It

b. yuul field rat

Nov Cahullla, like all languages, has words which Its speakers have
"borrowed" from other languages that they have come In contact with. Most
Cahullla words of this sort have been borrowed from Spanish, but some have
been borrowed froin other Indian languages, such as Lulseno, a related
language spoken to the south of the Cahullla territory. (English, too, has
borrowed from Spanish many words for things which were Introduced from
Spanish or Mexican cultures, words like tortilla or patio .) Now in
Cahullla words which have been borrowed from Spanish, the accented vowel
is always long, and the examples we give below Illustrate this, (in these
examples, ^ is a consonant letter representing the sound between the two
vowels in the English exclamation oh-oh.)

bed

lameesa' table

pflta' string

vuuru * donkey

Finally, Cahullla has one vowel sound that occurs only in words which have
been borrowed from other languages. This is a long oo, very close to the
vowel in English nose or rode ;

tooru* bull (from Spanish)

m^omat ocean (probably from lAilseno)

If you've worked through the first part of this lesson, you already
know how to pronounce a good many Cahullla <:onsonant sounds. (C(H9S0NANTS

,

of course, are all those sounds in a language i^ich are not vowels.) Many
of the Cahullla consonants are the same as English consonants. They are
%n:ltten the same and they sound the sane. Other Cahullla consonants don't
look like or sound like the English ones.

The spelling in Cahullla represents the pronunciation of the word ex-
actly (which is not always the case for English). Once you learn how to
pronounce the Cahullla consonants, then, you will know how to pronounce any
Cahullla word that you see written.

Some Cahullla consonants look and sound almost like English consonants:

d is a sound which appears in Cahullla words that were borrowed from

Spanish. It is pronounced like the first sound in the English word

dog in the Cahullla words duulsi * * candy' and sandiiya 'watermelon*.

It is pronounced like the sound of th in the EnglTsh word that when

it occurs between vowels in Cahullla words like m4edls 'stockings'.



f as In the English word food , is another sound that only appears In a

few Cahuilla words that have been borrowed from other languages, such

as fyieru * * iron '

.

h stands for the first sound in the English word hand and the Cahuilla

\K>Tde heehe 'yes* and hunwet 'bear*. You may have to practice to

learn to pronounce this familiar sound when it occurs before a

consonant as in muhtam 'owls'—so listen to your teacher carefully,

k the first sound of the English word key , is the same consonant sound

as in the Cahuilla words kf *i 'no' and kfsh 'house'.

1 as in English lamb , is about the same as the first sound of the

Cahuilla word l^ivru* 'book' and the last sound of the Cahuilla words

*awal 'dog*. and hunal 'badger',

m stands for the first sound in the English word man and in the Cahuilla

words miet 'gopher' and muut 'owl'.
"

n as in the English word nose , is the first sound of Cahuilla nawishmal

'girl' and niat 'basket".
~

p is the first sound in the English word package . This is also the

first sound of Cahuilla words like pakash 'mouse' and pal 'water',

s stands for the first sound of the Cahuilla words sukat 'deer* and

s4lek *red*. This sound is like the first one in the English, word sun ,

t as in the English word table , is the first sound of the Cahuilla words

tukut *wild cat' and tamit 'sun'.

V is the first sound of the English word valley . This is about the same

sound that appears in the Cahuilla words tukvash 'knife', hayve 'edge',

and virxool 'beans'.

w stands for the first sotxnd in the English word wind . The s^se sound

occurs in the Cahuilla words wanish 'river' and tlwal 'name',

y stands for the first sound in the English word you . This same sound

appears in the Cahuilla words yuul 'desert rat' and huyal 'arrow'.

One Cahuilla letter does not occur in English, although the sound it
stands for does. (If you know Spanish, of course, you are already familiar
with this letter.)

fi represents the sound that is written with the letters ni in the English

word onion, or rr^ in the English word canyon . This sound appears in

Cahuilla words like nlshlluvell 'old woman' and hanal 'saliva'. (The

letter itself is just an n topped by a wavy line called a tilde.)



Some single Cahullla sounds are represented by two letters. (The same
thing happens in English too, of course

—

th represents just one sound In a
%iord like this, even though the sound is written %d.th two letters.) It is
important TU remember that such two-letter combinations are really just one
sound. The following two-letter Cahullla sounds are pretty much like
English ones:

ch stands for the first sound in the English word chain , or in the

Cahullla words chalaka *homed lizard* and ch4m~*we *

.

11 stands for the sound written 111 in English"^illlon . This sound

occurs in the Cahullla words nfchill 'woman', kill 'not' and

nanwishmallem 'girls',

ng represents the last sound in the English word ring . This same sound is

in the Cahullla words ngachish 'sand' and ^fngllT"' salt ' . You may have

to practice to learn to make an n^ sound at the beginning of a %rord.

qw represents a sound which is almost like the sound written ^u in

English words like quart . This sound appears In Cahullla words like

'eqwashmal 'boy' and qwanang 'half,

•h stands for the first sound of the English word shirt . The same sound

occurs in Cahullla words like tekish 'cave' and~~8Jlwl8h 'bread'.

Some Cahullla sounds do not occur in English (although the letters we
write them with are familiar). Pay very close attention to your teacher to
learn how these sounds are pronounced.

g represents a sound which is made by placing your tongue at the same

point as for the sound of English £ in gate . However, instead of

stopping the air (as for English £) , alTow it to flow out through your

mouth. (If you know Spanish, Cahullla ^ is pronounced like the Spanish

£ of a word like lago 'lake'.) This sound occurs in Cahullla words

like g^atu ' 'cat' and gayllna ' 'chicken'.

q stands for a sound that is like an English k made further back in the

mouth, toward the throat. This sound occurs in the Cahullla words

qawish 'rock' and niqal 'ear'. It is important to distinguish k from

£ when you are speaking Cahullla, and you will want to practice saying

and hearing pairs of similar words like newak'a 'my wing' and new^q'a

'ray shoe '

.

~ ~"

r stands for another sound which occurs in Cahullla words that have been

borrowed from Spanish. It is pronoimced very much like the sound

represented by dd in English ladder. This sound occurs in Cahullla

words like vuuru 'donkey' and tooru 'bull'.



X represents a sound which Is made by placing your tongue almost at the

point for the k sound, but allowing the air to flow out through your

mouth. (This is the same sound that a Spanish speaker would write

with the letter j^, as in bajo 'low*.) The x sound appears in such

Cahuilla words as naxanish *man* and xellat 'clothes'.

xw is pretty easy once you have learned to pronounce the x sound—it '

s

pretty much like a combination of x (with your lips roimded somewhat)

plus w, as in the words xwalxwal 'spider' and chaxwal 'type of lizard'

(chuckwalla)

.

' stands for the sound which is produced by the break or catch in the

voice when you say words like the English exclamation oh~ofa . In this

word, the hyphen between the oh's represents the ^ sound. As you can

see by looking at the Cahuilla words in this lesson, J^ is a very common

consonant in Cahuilla. It appears in the words pa 'at 'mountain sheep',

su^wet 'star', and 'elat 'dress'. <Linguists call this sound the

"GLOTTAL STOP".)

When a ^ is the last sound in a word, you may hear a vowel following it
which sounds like a copy, or echo, of the one before it. This soft vowel is
called an ECHO VOWEL. For example, the word gaatu* 'cat* may sound to you
as though it should be spelled gaatu'

u

, with an extra u after the \ An
echo vowel is usually pronounced when you say a word ending in

_[^ by itself

,

but often you won't hear one when the %rord is in a sentence. Because of
this, we don't write echo vov^ls in Cahuilla words, except In special cases
that you will hear about later.

In general, when double consonants occur in words, only one is pronounced.
For example, ww appears in the word pemt4ewwe* 'they saw him*, but only one
w is pronounced. (Remember that 11 represents a single sound, however I)

When k and £ come together in a Cahuilla word, as in *£*ik<ia *he is playing*,
the combJUiation sounds just like £.

As noted in the Introduction, this book is primarily concerned with the
Mountain dialect of Cahuilla. People who speak other dialects of Cahuilla
pronounce some words differently from the way they are written in this book,
and if you are %nriting do%in the way one of these speakers says things, you
may have to change some spellings.

In the Cahuilla vocabulary at the end of this book, the folloidjig
alphabetical order of Cahuilla sounds is followed: *, a, ch, d, e, f, g,
h, i, k, 1, 11, m, n, n, ng, o, p, q, qw, r, s, sh, t, u, v, w, x, xw, and y.
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